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    - `cd_code` = "Are all tables/graphics included either within the word document or in a separate Excel document?"` cd_name = "Are all tables/graphics included either within the word document or in a separate Excel document?" cd_value = "Yes"
    - `cd_code` = "Are all figures formatted for layout (i.e., 300 dpi, tiff or jpg)?"` cd_name = "Are all figures formatted for layout (i.e., 300 dpi, tiff or jpg)?" cd_value = "Yes"
    - `cd_code` = "Has the author included all author titles and affiliations?"` cd_name = "Has the author included all author titles and affiliations?" cd_value = "Yes"
    - `cd_code` = "Has the corresponding author included a contact E-mail?"` cd_name = "Has the corresponding author included a contact E-mail?" cd_value = "Yes"
    - `cd_code` = "Had the author provided keywords?"` cd_name = "Had the author provided keywords?" cd_value = "Yes"
    - `cd_code` = "Has the author provided a short title?"` cd_name = "Has the author provided a short title?" cd_value = "Yes"
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    <review_date></review_date>
    <revised_date></revised_date>
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    <approval_date></approval_date>
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  <task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward document">
    <status doc_task_id="51092768" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" si_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Forward to EIC" task_id="193140" type="forward document">
    <status doc_task_id="51092769" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" si_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Admin Checklist" task_id="193137" type="manuscript checklist">
    <status doc_task_id="51092770" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" si_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Forms Tracking - CTA" task_id="193825" type="forms tracking">
    <status doc_task_id="51092771" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" si_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Forms Completion - CTA" task_id="193826" type="forms completion">
    <status doc_task_id="51092772" event_date="2012-08-15T05:32:43" si_staff="true" user_id="1525240" user_role="Author">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Forms Tracking - COI" task_id="193823" type="forms tracking">
    <status doc_task_id="51092773" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" si_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Forms Completion - COI" task_id="193824" type="forms completion">
    <status doc_task_id="51092774" event_date="2012-08-15T05:32:43" si_staff="true" user_id="1525240" user_role="Author">abandoned</status>
  </task>

  <task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward document">
    <status doc_task_id="53824930" event_date="2010-04-15T03:11:06" si_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="Admin">completed</status>
  </task>
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<task name="Reviewers Score" task_id="193134" type="score">
  <status doc_task_id="69664639" event_date="2011-04-04" t02:43:49" s1_staff=false user_id="22873407" user_role="Reviewer" completed=true status>
    <recommendation recommendation_name="Reject" recommendation_type="None"/>
    <score>
      <custom_fields cd_code="Importance of work" cd_name="Importance of work" cd_value="Entirely a replication or negative data, of little importance."/>
      <custom_fields cd_code="Technical quality of work" cd_name="Technical quality of work" cd_value="A major flaw in study design makes this work unacceptable."/>
      <custom_fields cd_code="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_name="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_value="No"/>
    </score>
  </status>
</task>

<task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward document">
  <status doc_task_id="51092771" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>

<task name="Forward to EIC" task_id="193140" type="forward document">
  <status doc_task_id="51092766" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>

<task name="Admin Checklist" task_id="193137" type="manuscript checklist">
  <status doc_task_id="51092770" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>

<task name="Forms Tracking - CTA" task_id="193825" type="forms tracking">
  <status doc_task_id="51092771" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>

<task name="Forms Completion - CTA" task_id="193826" type="forms tracking">
  <status doc_task_id="51092772" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>

<task name="Forms Tracking - COI" task_id="193138" type="forms tracking">
  <status doc_task_id="51092773" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>

<task name="Forms Completion - COI" task_id="193139" type="forms tracking">
  <status doc_task_id="51092774" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff=false user_id="0" user_role="Admin" abandoned=false/>
</task>
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- <task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward document">
  <status doc_task_id="51092768" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Forward to EIC" task_id="193140" type="forward document">
  <status doc_task_id="51092769" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Admin Checklist" task_id="193137" type="manuscript checklist">
  <status doc_task_id="51092770" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Forms Tracking - CTA" task_id="193825" type="forms tracking">
  <status doc_task_id="51092771" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Forms Completion - CTA" task_id="193826" type="forms completion">
  <status doc_task_id="51092772" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Forms Tracking - COI" task_id="193139" type="forms tracking">
  <status doc_task_id="51092773" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Forms Completion - COI" task_id="193140" type="forms completion">
  <status doc_task_id="51092774" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:36" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status>
</task>
- <task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward document">
  <status doc_task_id="53824930" event_date="2010-04-15T03:11:06" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="Admin">completed</status>
</task>
- <task name="Reviewers Score" task_id="193134" type="score">
  <status doc_task_id="69664639" event_date="2011-04-04T02:43:49" s1_staff="false" user_id="22673407" user_role="Reviewer">completed</status>
</task>

- <recommendation recommendation_name="Reject" recommendation_type="None"/>
- <score custom_fields cd_code="Importance of work" cd_name="Importance of work" cd_value="Entirely a replication or negative data, of little importance."/>
- <custom_fields cd_code="Technical quality of work" cd_name="Technical quality of work" cd_value="A major flaw in study design makes this work unacceptable."/>
- <custom_fields cd_code="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_name="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_value="No"/>

- <task name="Review" task_id="193139" type="review">
  <status doc_task_id="53824930" event_date="2010-04-15T03:11:06" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="Admin">completed</status>
</task>

- <task name="Reviewers Score" task_id="193134" type="score">
  <status doc_task_id="69664639" event_date="2011-04-04T02:43:49" s1_staff="false" user_id="22673407" user_role="Reviewer">completed</status>
</task>

- <recommendation recommendation_name="Reject" recommendation_type="None"/>
- <score custom_fields cd_code="Importance of work" cd_name="Importance of work" cd_value="Entirely a replication or negative data, of little importance."/>
- <custom_fields cd_code="Technical quality of work" cd_name="Technical quality of work" cd_value="A major flaw in study design makes this work unacceptable."/>
- <custom_fields cd_code="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_name="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_value="No"/>

- <task name="Review" task_id="193139" type="review">
  <status doc_task_id="53824930" event_date="2010-04-15T03:11:06" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="Admin">completed</status>
</task>

- <task name="Reviewers Score" task_id="193134" type="score">
  <status doc_task_id="69664639" event_date="2011-04-04T02:43:49" s1_staff="false" user_id="22673407" user_role="Reviewer">completed</status>
</task>

- <recommendation recommendation_name="Reject" recommendation_type="None"/>
- <score custom_fields cd_code="Importance of work" cd_name="Importance of work" cd_value="Entirely a replication or negative data, of little importance."/>
- <custom_fields cd_code="Technical quality of work" cd_name="Technical quality of work" cd_value="A major flaw in study design makes this work unacceptable."/>
- <custom_fields cd_code="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_name="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_value="No"/>

- <task name="Review" task_id="193139" type="review">
  <status doc_task_id="53824930" event_date="2010-04-15T03:11:06" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="Admin">completed</status>
</task>
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- <history><ms_no>WRK4-2010-02-0017</ms_no><rev_id>0</rev_id><submitted_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</submitted_date><received_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</received_date><revised_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</revised_date><decision_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</decision_date><approval_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</approval_date><author_returned_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</author_returned_date><most_recent_decision_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</most_recent_decision_date><transmission_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</transmission_date><web_publish_date>2010-04-15T03:09:35</web_publish_date></history>

- <task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward_document"><status doc_task_id="51092768" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Forward to EIC" task_id="193140" type="forward_document"><status doc_task_id="51092769" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Admin Checklist" task_id="193137" type="manuscript checklist"><status doc_task_id="51092770" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Forms Tracking - CTA" task_id="193825" type="forms tracking"><status doc_task_id="51092771" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Forms Completion - CTA" task_id="193826" type="forms tracking"><status doc_task_id="51092772" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Forms Tracking - COI" task_id="193138" type="forms tracking"><status doc_task_id="51092773" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Forms Completion - COI" task_id="193139" type="forms tracking"><status doc_task_id="51092774" event_date="2010-04-15T03:09:35" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="">abandoned</status></task>

- <task name="Forward to Admin" task_id="193139" type="forward_document"><status doc_task_id="53834930" event_date="2010-04-15T03:11:06" s1_staff="false" user_id="0" user_role="Admin">completed</status></task>

- <task name="Reviewers Score" task_id="193134" type="score"><status doc_task_id="69664639" event_date="2010-04-04T02:43:49" s1_staff="false" user_id="22673407" user_role="Reviewer">complete</status></task>

- <recommendation recommendation_name="Reject" recommendation_type="None"/>

- <score><custom_fields cd_code="Importance of work" cd_name="Importance of work" cd_value="Entirely a replication or negative data, of little importance."/><custom_fields cd_code="Technical quality of work" cd_name="Technical quality of work" cd_value="A major flaw in study design makes this work unacceptable."/><custom_fields cd_code="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_name="Improve with appropriate revisions" cd_value="No"/></score></task>
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